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CONTRIBUTORS (in alphabetical order)
Abir Bazaz is a writer and filmmaker from Kashmir. He is the author of the collection of poems, Deserts of

Desolation. He lives in Delhi. abirbazaz@rediffmail.com
Aditya Nigam is a Fellow at the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi. He has been writing on
issues of globalisation, radical politics and political theory. aditya@csdsdelhi.org
ARCHiMEDIA (Molly Hanwitz and David Cox) is a design collaboration based in Brisbane, Australia, examining
the overlap between media, architecture and public space. ARCHiMEDIA investigates the margins of media
culture and the detritus of media history. They travel, write, give presentations, perform, make screenings,
installations and films. http://www.netspace.net.au/~dcox/archimedia.html, archimedia2k@hotmail.com
Ashis Nandy is a Senior Fellow at the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and one of India’s
best known cultural critics and scholars. His most recent book is Ambiguous Journey to the City: The Village

and Other Odd Ruins of the Self in the Indian Imagination. ashis_nandy@hotmail.com
Avishek Ganguly studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi and is researching the cultural history of
Calcutta. avishek_ganguly@yahoo.co.in
Awadhendra Sharan is a historian and a Fellow of the Sarai programme. He is currently working on a monograph on environment, public order and the making of New Delhi. sharan@sarai.net
Bhrigupati Singh completed his Masters in the Anthropology of Media from the School of Oriental and African
Studies, London, and is currently working with Sarai on a film and city project. bhrigu@sarai.net
Brian Carroll is an independent researcher of architecture and electromagnetism, who founded www.architexturez.com and is in the process of developing www.electronetwork.org – a web site for raising public
awareness on electromagnetism and its cultural influence. human@electronetwork.org
Cybermohalla:
Ayesha was a quiet, withdrawn and shy girl. She was studying in class VIII. She died of an undiagnosed disease in the summer of 2001.
Azra Tabassum, 20, shares her self with all by weaving together in words and word-images the worlds she
inhabits. Confident and confused, she is comfortable with ideas and engages with them constantly, also
infecting the group with them. Hyperlinking excites her and she finds that it reflects her relationship with
ideas. She coordinates the activities and organisaton of the Compughar.
Bobby, a skillful storyteller, is easily enthused by the new and unfamiliar. Convinced of the veracity of televisual narratives and event-narratives circulating within the basti, she narrates herself through these. This
mode is under pressure from others in the group for being removed from what is ‘real’ and ‘experienced’
and for making Bobby gullible to the power of others’ narratives.
Mehrunissa is as adept with the mouse as she is with the pen, which she uses both to draw and to write.
Unable sometimes to express the complexity of all she experiences in words, she has found in Gimp (image
manipulation free software) an outlet, and an inspiration.
Neelofer, and her ability to abstract, brings into the group a conceptual sharpness and a comfort with
collectively thinking through an idea. She dropped out of school and writing is the medium she is extremely
at ease with. She has recently started exploring Gimp as another mode of expression. She uses the tape
recorder as a tool to move into spaces.
Shahjehan attends school regularly. And takes it very seriously. Between homework and housework she
has found in the Compughar a spaces for reflection.
Shamsher Ali is comfortable with video games, Gimp and Star Office (text and html editor free software),
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shy with written words and playful with tape recorders, camera and animation. Sharp observations about
things around are always made light by constant reference to being young.
Suraj Rai, 15, enjoys making layered animation in Gimp. His restless energy makes him a quick learner and
so, a difficult student. He is the youngest in the group, and seems to be attending school.
Yashoda Singh leaves behind a difficult year. Her neatly wrapped notebook is her companion in the exploration of her experience and surroundings. She keeps two notebooks, a rough and a fair. It’s from the fair
that she tells her stories, her ideas. The Roman script keyboard was for her no obstacle in transferring on
to the screen her writings from Devanagri.
They can be contacted at compughar@sarai.net
David Lyon is Professor of Sociology and Director of the Surveillance Project at Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada. He is the author of The Electronic Eye: The Rise of Surveillance Society, and Surveillance

Society: Monitoring Everyday Life and editor of the forthcoming Surveillance as Social Sorting.
lyond@post.queensu.ca
Debjani Sengupta teaches literatures in English at Indraprastha College, Delhi University. Currently, she is
working on a collection of translations from Bengal that will be published later this year.
debjanisg@rediffmail.com
Evan Henshaw-Plath is a programmer and tech activist who has been organising and setting up computer
systems for dozens of indymedia centres from Argentina to Prague. He is the founder of the award winning
activist web site www.protest.net and has been a core member of the indymedia global tech collective since
indymedia’s inception in Seattle during the WTO protests. rabble@protest.net
Florian Schneider is a filmmaker, writer and activist from Munich. As a co-founder of the no-one-is-illegal
campaign, he has been involved in numerous online and off-line activities around the issues of borders,
migration and illegalisation, such as the make-world festival in Autumn 2001. As a freelance writer he contributes regularly for Sueddeutsche Zeitung and various other mainstream and independent media in
Germany. fls@kein.org
Fran Ilich is author of the novels Metro-Pop and Tekno Guerrilla. Was editor @ large of Sputnik magazine,
screenwriter of Interacción, founder of Nettime Latino, as well as director of many cyberculture festivals in
México (including Cinemátik 1.0, the 1st cyberculture festival in Latin America). He recently curated the
Borderhack Attachment Online Exhibition. He is now a researcher at Centro Multimedia del Centro Nacional
de las Artes in México City, editor of Undo online magazine, and is producing an interactive film.
ilich@de-lete.tv, http://de-lete.tv
Franco Berardi has been known as “Bifo” since he began to sign his abstract paintings at school with the
name. He later became a left-wing anarchist, joining the group Potere Operaio (Worker Power). He founded
the magazine A/traverso, which became the paper of the Bologna creative movement, and has been associated with Radio Alice and Semiotexte. He is the author of several books, including Against Work, More

Cyber than Punk, Exit - Our Contribution to the Extinction of Civilisation, The Factories of Unhappiness, and
The Ill Fated History of Worker Power. The relationship between communication technology and social movements has become increasingly central to his thinking and action. lop1912@iperbole.bologna.it
Geert Lovink is a media theorist and Internet critic, based in Sydney. Co-founder of the community provider
The Digital City, the Nettime mailing lists and most recently Fibreculture, an Australian network for Internet
research and culture. From 1996-2000 he was based at the Society for Old and New Media (Amsterdam).
In 2002 The MIT Press will publish two of his books: Dark Fiber, a collection of essays on critical Internet
culture, and Uncanny Networks, interviews with media theorists and artists. geert@xs4all.nl
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Gyan Prakash is Professor of History at Princeton University. His publications include Another Reason:

Science and the Imagination of Modern India. prakash@Princeton.EDU
Jeebesh Bagchi is a media practitioner, researcher and filmmaker with the Raqs Media Collective, and one of
the initiators of Sarai. His recent work involves developing the Cybermohalla (Cyber Neighbourhood) project
and other tactical media initiatives at Sarai. He is currently working on a series of new media and digital culture projects at the Sarai Media Lab. jeebesh@sarai.net
K Ravi Srinivas is a software professional researching on Biodiversity and Intellectual Property Rights as a
PhD student. He has written in Environmental Politics, Biotechnology and Development Monitor, Economic

and Political Weekly, Science and Public Policy etc. ravisri2002@rediffmail.com, cyberravisri@yahoo.com
Kathryn Hansen is the author of Grounds for Play: the ‘nautanki’ theatre of North India, and is currently writing a history of the Parsi theatre. She teaches at the University of Texas, Austin. kghansen@aol.com
Kaushik Sunder Rajan is finishing his PhD at the Program in Science, Technology and Society, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. kaushik@mit.edu
Lars Spruybroek is a Dutch architect and theorist. He is a former editor (with Maurice Nio) of the NOX book
series and still operates under the name NOX, realising projects in both real and virtual space. A well known
example of his work is the design of the media lab of V2 in Rotterdam. Also: wetGRID, 1999-2000 (exhibition design for ‘Vision Machine’, Musée des Beaux Arts, Nantes). His latest project is obliqueWTC (NOX: Lars
Spuybroek with Chris Seung-woo Yoo and Kris Mun) for the New York Max Protetch Gallery. nox@luna.nl
Lisa Haskel is a London-based media arts producer and events organiser. map@southspace.org
Matthew Arnison’s passions are science, activism and community media. He has helped start up cat.org.au,
active.org.au and indymedia.org. He rides his bicycle every day to university in Sydney where he is finishing
his PhD in physics. The excerpt “Open Publishing” comes from http://www.cat.org.au/maffew/cat/
openpub.html, where he continues to refine the writing, and add footnotes and links. maffew@cat.org.au
Matthew Fuller lives in London, and works on software, fiction and media ecology. matt@axia.demon.co.uk,
http://www.axia.demon.co.uk/
McKenzie Wark, a media theorist and cultural critic, has authored several books – Virtual Geography: Living

With Global Media Events, The Virtual Republic Australia’s Culture Wars of the 1990s, Celebrities, Culture
and Cyberspace, and Dispositions (forthcoming) and edited several more (Cultural Diversity in the Global
Village, Flesh, Leftwright). With Brad Miller, he co-produced the multimedia work Planet of Noise
http://sysx.apana.org.au/pon He currently teaches Comparative Literature at Binghamton University, NY,
USA. mckenziewark@hotmail.com
Monica Narula is a media practitioner, filmmaker, cinematographer, photographer and writer with the Raqs
Media Collective, and one of the initiators of Sarai. Her recent work involves photographic interpretations of
urban landscapes and media practices, and the conceptualisation of an open online platform for media
exchange. She is currently working on a series of new media and digital culture projects at the Sarai Media
Lab. monica@sarai.net
Mrityunjoy Chatterjee is an artist who works in digital and web art. He has done collaborative works with
other artists, media practitioners and photographers. Presently he is developing a tectical design pedagogy
for Cybermohalla project and working as a designer at the Sarai Media Lab. joy@sarai.net
Niji Akanni has worked as theatre/film director, writer and culture activist in Nigeria for almost two decades.
Currently he co-directs Movement for Cultural Awareness, a Nigerian NGO, using film and theatre for socialpolitical intervention. niji@onebox.com
Nitin Govil is co-author of Global Hollywood, and is researching the history of Hollywood cinema in India for
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his doctoral dissertation at New York University. npg1@nyu.edu
Ole Bouman is a Dutch architecture critic and editor-in-chief of the bi-lingual (Dutch/English) Archis Magazine

for Architecture, City and Visual Culture. He is also the author of several books including The Invisible
in Architecture, And Justice for All, a collection of essays on politics and visual culture, two major city
scenarios for the Rotterdam 2045 project (1995), and Architecture on the Edge of Two Millennia.
www.archis.org oleb@xs4all.nl.
Pankaj Kaushal is a free software activist, co-initiator of GNU-India.org and the webmaster at Sarai. He is
working on developing a number of Linux based applications at Sarai. His interests include free music and
PHP programming. pankaj@sarai.net
Parvati Sharma studied literature and history and has worked as an editor in online publications. She is
currently a researcher associated with the Media Publics & Practices project at Sarai. Her interests include
hypertextual writing, online research and popular culture. parvati@sarai.net
Patrice Riemens is a geographer at the University of Amsterdam, and an alleged ‘net.culture activist’. He’s
also a recognised authority on railway restaurants – and sleeping cars. patrice@antenna.nl
Patrick Deer is Assistant Professor in the English Department of Montclair State University. He teaches and
writes on contemporary British literature and cultural studies, postcolonial literature, and the novel. He is
currently readying for publication his first book, Modernism in Camouflage: War Culture and British

Literature. deerp@mail.montclair.edu
Pradip Saha is a designer, filmmaker and photographer. He is a creative consultant to the Centre for Science
and Environment, Delhi, and has worked on book and print design, environmental communication and
exhibition design. His interests include water, industrial waste and urban ecology. prosaha@hotmail.com
Radhika Subramaniam is a writer and scholar and Executive Editor of Connect. Her work deals with urban
crowd, tactility and modernity. radz@mindspring.com
Rajeev Bhargava is Professor of Political Thought at the University of Delhi. He recently published

Multiculturalism, Liberalism, and Democracy. rbhargava@del2.vsnl.net.in
Rana Dasgupta is a writer based in Delhi. He is currently working on a collection of fables of the contemporary city, and researching an exploration of the metaphysics of consumer capitalism entitled A theology

of the market. rana_dasgupta@yahoo.com.
Ranita Chatterjee is the programme coordinator at Sarai, and has previously worked in television broadcasting. Her interests include culture programming, cinema and literature. ranita@sarai.net
Ranjani Mazumdar is an independent filmmaker and scholar who completed her doctoral dissertation,
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University.

rmazumdar@mantraonline.com
Raqs Media Collective (Jeebesh Bagchi, Monica Narula & Shuddhabrata Sengupta) is a group of media practitioners, filmmakers and writers based in Delhi. Their work includes the films Present Imperfect, Future

Tense (1996), In the Eye of the Fish (1997), the hyperlink work Global Village Health Manual v1.0 (with Joy
Chatterjee) and the research and documentation project Cameraworking: The History & Practice of

Cinematography in India (with C.K. Muralidharan). They have edited Double Take: Looking at the
Documentary, and (with Geert Lovink) Sarai Reader 01: the Public Domain. They have authored A Concise
Lexicon of/for the Digital Commons – an extensible hypertext work available at http://www.sarai.net/
compositions/texts/works/lexicon.htm. raqs@sarai.net, raqs@vsnl.com
Ravi Sundaram is a Fellow of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and one of the initiators of Sarai. His work looks at the coming together of a new non-legal or ‘pirate’ electronic culture and
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urban space in contemporary India. ravis@sarai.net
Ravi S Vasudevan is a Fellow of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and a co-initiator of
the Sarai programme. He writes and teaches film theory and history and has edited Making Meaning in Indian

Cinema. raviv@sarai.net
Ravikant is a historian, writer and translator. He is co-editor of the book Translating Partition, and is currently
editing a Hindi Reader at Sarai on city and the media. ravikant@sarai.net
Sam de Silva is a cultural worker who is currently involved with The Paper (www.thepaper.org.au), a broadsheet of independent news and opinion in Melbourne, Australia and facilitates the independent Internet server (www.myspinach.org). During his spare time, Sam is researching for his Masters on surveillance and
facial analysis at the Animation and Interactive Media Centre at RMIT, Melbourne. He is interested in the
possibility of an alternate paradigm for communication, education and understanding, which crosses social,
cultural and geographical boundaries. sam@myspinach.org
Shuddhabrata Sengupta is a media practitioner, filmmaker and writer with the Raqs Media Collective, and
one of the initiators of Sarai. His recent work involves textual explorations of aesthetics, surveillance and
cyberculture. He is currently working on a series of new media and digital culture projects at the Sarai Media
Lab. shuddha@sarai.net
Shveta studied journalism and social work. She is currently associated with the Cybermohalla project and has
translated the Cybermohalla diaries from Hindustani. Her interests include alternative pedagogy, sexuality
and communication practices. shveta@sarai.net
Sopan Joshi is a journalist based in Delhi. He has worked on issues relating to people and environment as part
of his journalistic assignments for the last four years. sopan_joshi@yahoo.com
Supreet Sethi is a free software activist, co-initiator of GNU-India.org and the system administrator at Sarai.
He is working on developing software and low cost technologies for the Cybermohalla project at Sarai. His
interests include streaming media, smalltalk and the Python programming language. supreet@sarai.net
Toby Miller is Professor of Cinema Studies in the Tisch School of the Arts, New York University. His books
include The Well Tempered Self, Technologies of Truth and Global Hollywood. toby.miller@nyu.edu
Tripta Chandola studied history and has worked on comics, and in online portals and NGOs. She coordinates
the activities of the Interface Zone at Sarai. Her interests include graphic design, film posters and street life.
tripta@sarai.net
Veena Das is Professor of Anthropology at the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. She has widely published
on issues of violence, subjecthood and identity. She recently edited Remaking a World: Violence, Social

Suffering and Recovery. veenadas@jhu.edu
William Mazzarella is Assistant Professor of Anthropology in the University of Chicago. His forthcoming book
from Duke University Press looks at the cultural politics of globalisation and the advertising industry in South
Asia. mazzarel@midway.uchicago.edu
Yasmeen Arif is a research scholar at the Dept. of Sociology, DSE, University of Delhi. Her interest areas are
urban conditions, anthropology of space and critical theory. yarif@del2.vsnl.net.in
Zamrooda Khanday studied Law and Social Work. She is currently researching media and the law, Intellectual
Property Rights, and the legal frame of urban space at Sarai. Her interests include community organisation,
human rights, freedom of expression issues and gender rights. zamrooda@sarai.net

